
                           
      

                           
                        
are our gateways to the past, representing a wealth of history, culture and knowledge that’s often difficult to discover.
Marks, notations and other marginalia present in the original volume will appear in this file - a reminder of this book’s long journey from the
publisher to a library and finally to you.

 

                      
                        
           

    

 Make non-commercial use of the filesWe designed Google Book Search for use by individuals, and we request that you use these files for
  

                     
                      
             

   The Google “watermark” you see on each file is essential for informing people about this project and helping them find
          

                        
                            
countries. Whether a book is still in copyright varies from country to country, and we can’t offer guidance on whether any specific use of
any specific book is allowed. Please do not assume that a book’s appearance in Google Book Search means it can be used in any manner
          

   

                    
                        
 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































